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The effect of inclination of the air stream on the measured pres.
sures of six shielded total-pressure tubes (all designed for end-mounting
on a horizontal boom) has been determined for an angle-of-attack range
of approximateely -300 to 65o. The tests were conducted at a Mach number
of 0.26 in the Ia.ngleystability tunnel and at Mach numbers of O.~, 0.70,
0.90, and 0.95 in the Langley high-speed 7. by 10-foot tunnel.

The results of the tests showed that curved venturi entries are less
sensitim to inclination of the air stream than the conicsl entry of the
standard IH.eldesign. Of the three curved entries tested, the tube having
the bluntest entry proved the least sensitim to inclination. The
critical angle (that is, the sngle.at which the total-pressure error
equals 1 percent of the impact pressure) for this tube was *63. 2° at a
Mach number of 0.26.

The tests also showed that the critical angle of a shielded tube
could be extended to higher positive angles of attack by means of a
slant profile. The critical sngle of a tube having a conical entry with
a 10° slant profile, for exsmple, was found to average 9° greater than that
of a similar tube having a square profile. Although the critical sngle
of this tube at sngles of yaw was less thsn that at angles of attack,
the critical angle in yaw was equal to that of the tube with the square
profile.

Tests of the effect of vzrqdng the position of the total-pressure
probe in the shield showed that, in general, no advantage was to be

gained by changing from the position used in the standard Kiel design.
Limited tests of the effect of varying the internal diameter of the shield
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increase in the di-ter of the throat correspondingto
the internal area of m percent resulted in a relatively
(2.5°) in the critical angle.

The effect of Mach number on the sensitivity of the tubes to incli-
nation was shown to be appreciable. An increase in Mach nwiber frm 0.26
to O.~, for example, resulted in a decrease in the Critical.angle of most
of the tubes of about 4°.

The National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics is conducting a
series of wind-tunnel investigzztionsto deterndne the effect of inclina-
tion of the air strem.uon the measured pressures of a xnniberof total-
pressure tubes through a wide ‘raqp of sngle of attack in both the sub-
sonic and supersonic speed ranges. These investigations are being con-
ducted for the purpose of providing fixed or rigid total-pressure tubes
for use on preseti-&zy high-perfomnance airplanes ha_v3ngthe capability
of maneuvering to high sngles of tiack at supersonic speeds. In a
previous paper (reference 1) the results of tests of 39 total-presm
tubes through an angle-of-attackrange of +!+Y at subsonic speeds were
presented. A subsequent paper (reference 2) presented the calibrations
of 20 of these tubes at supersonic speeds.

The results of these tests indicated that the tube which remained
insensitive to inclination of the air stream over the greatest range of
angle of attack was a shielded total-pressure tube (ICLeltype) desi~ed
for end-mounting on a horizontal born. This tube remained insensiti=
(to within 1 percent of the impact pressure) over an angle-of-attack
range of *41.50 at subsonic speeds snd *370 at supersonic speeds. Other
tests (reference 3) on small-scale shielded total-p= ssure tubes designed
for engine qd dud survey work indicated that a significant increase .in
the range of insensitivity could be achfeved by the -use of a curved rather
than a conical venturi entry of the Kiel design (described in reference h).

As a means of determining the effectiveness of the curved entry on a
tile of the size suitable for airspeed measurements and, at the same time,
determining the effect of va@ng other pertinent dhensions of the.E1.el
design, additionalwind-+amnel tests have been conducted on a number of
different configurations of the shielded total-pressure tube.

This paper presents the results of the tests of these tubes at several
Mach numbers ranging fxm 0.26 to 0.95.

— ..— —— — .— ——
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SYMBOLS

outside diameter of shield

inside diameter of shield

distance from leading edge of probe to leading edge of shield

total pressure of free stresm

total pressure measured by tube

total-pressure error (H~ - H)

free-stresm impact pressure

free-stream Mach number

angle of attack of total-pressure tube, degrees

angle of yaw of total-p= ssure tube, degrees

angle of attack at which ~ = 0.01
%

angle of yaw A which # = 0.01

APPARATUSAND TEsTS

Six shielded total-pressure tubes designed for end-mounting on a
horizontal boom were tested during this investigation. Design details
and dimensions of tube l-a, the design of which was based on the Eel
shielded total-pressure tube (reference 4), are given in figure 1.
Pertinent details and dimensions of tube l-a, as well as of the other
tubes, are given in table I and in the calibration charts at the end of
the paper. In addition, enlarged sections of the various shield entries
m presented in figure 2 for cmparison purposes.

The calibration curves for tube l-a were used as a basis for com-
paring the effects of changing various design features. The design features
which were investigated include the shape of the shield entry, the posi-
tion of the total.-pressureprobe relative to the leading edge of the shield,
the inside Usmeter of the shield, and the shape of the profile of the
shield. The vent area of all the tubes tested was 1.5 times the frontal
area and the outside U.smeter was 1 inch.

-— -—— — — —.— —
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The tests were conducted at M = 0.26 in the 6- by 6-foot test
section of the Langley stability tunnel and at M = 0.50, 0.70, 0.90,
and 0.95 in the Langley high-speed 7- by 10-foot tunnel.

The tube support used in the stability-tunnelinvestigationwas a
U-tube swivel mechanism (fig. 3) mounted on the side wall of the tunnel.
This support was designed with the axis of rotation of the swivel amn
in line with the leading edge of the total-pressure tube so that the
total-pressure entry would remain at the same point in the air stream for
all angles of attack. Possible errors caused by deflection of the su~ort
mechanism were investi@ed and were found to be negligible.

The tubes were tested at a Mach nmiber of 0.26 through an angular
range of -300 to 65o in so increments. For each setting of the tube the
total-pressure error was determined by measurdng the prss~e difference
between the test tube and a fixed pitot-static tube mounted on the oppo-
site side of the tunnel. The accuracy of the measurements of AH/~
was esttiated to be within M. 002.

In the Langley high-speed 7- by 10-foot tunnel the total-pressure
tubes were mounted on a sting which was supported by a vertical strut in

-1

the diffuser section of the tunnel (fig. 4). The angle of attack was
varied by a cmbined rotation and translation of the sting on the strut k?
as shown in figure 4. The motion of the sting was such that the leading
edge of the total-p=ssure tube remained at approxhately the same point
in the tunnel cross section for all angles of attack. The angular r-
of the sting was a~roximately +13°. In order to shift this range to
higher angles of attack, couplings were @serted in the sting (fig. 4).
Since the total-pres~ error of the tubes was shown by the stability-
tunnel tests to be negligible to within a few degrees of the critical
angle, the tests in the 7- by 10-foot tunnel were restricted to a small
angular range around the critical angles as detemined by the stability-
tunnel tests. The sngle of -ack was varied in 5° increments through-
out the test range. In some cases readings at intemnetiate angles were
also taken.

The Mach numbers at which the various tubes were tested in the 7-
by 10-foot tunnel are given in table I. At each Mach number and angular
setting, the total-pressure error was detemined as the difference between
the pressure measured by the test tube and the pressure in’the sett13ng
chsniber. The accuracy of-the measurements of AH ~/ varied with Mach
number. At M = O.~, the accuracy was estimated to be within +0.0045
andat M= 0.90, to within Ml.002. Errors resulting frcrmdeflection
of the sting were estimated to be less thsn 1/4° for a = 60° at
M= O.go.

—.— -—---— -—. -—
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

.

The results of the tests of the total-pressure tubes are presented
in figures 5 to 13. A sumaqg of the results is given in table I. The
symbol AH shown in these figures is defined by the relation AH = Hi - H
where H! is the pressure registefid by the tube at a given sngle of
attack and H is the free-stresm total pressure. The total-pressure
errors are presented as a fraction of the impact pressure ~ and are
plotted as a function of the sngle of attack a (or angle-of yaw V )
of the tubes. The basis for cmparison of the tubes is the range of angle
of attack over which the tube reads the total pressure correctly -towithin
1 percent of the impact pressure. This range is called the range of insen-
sitivity and the angle at which the total-p~ssure error reaches 1 percent
of the impact pressure is called the cfitical angle (%= or %-). For
the five symmetrical tubes, the cfitical angles at negative angles of
attack were assumed to be the same as those at positive angles.

The calibrations for tube l-a (~el design) sre given in figure 5
for Mach numbers of 0.26, 0.m, 0.’70,end 0.90. This tube, which is
similar to tube A-13 of references 1 and 2 except for a larger outside
diameter D, has a range of insensitive@ at M = 0.26 of al .3°. This
range is almost identical to the range of tube A-13 of reference 1
atM= 0.26. As the Mach nuuiberis increased the range of insensitiviiq
decreases until at M = 0.90 the range is &38.60.

The effect of vaqing the axial position of the total-pressure probe
in the entrance cone of the Hel design was detemnined for probe positions
a/D of O.k~, O.~0, and O.~ at a Mach number of 0.26.(figs. 5 and 6).
The use of O.W as the value for the rearward position of the probe in
this tube is somewhst arbitrary, because it is based on the position
chosen for similar tests (~scussed subsequently) on a tube with a slant
profile. The value 0.456 was used for the forward position because it
placed the probe at the smne distance ahead of the standard position
(O.WO) as O.~ had to the mar. Caparison of figures 5 and 6 shows
that the ranges of insensitivity for the three probe positions, 0.456,
0.500, snd O.~, are Al. 5°, #+1.3°, and ~. 1°, reS~Cti~ly. As
indicated by these results, moving the probe to the rear of the standard
position decreases the critical angle by 1.2°, whereas the effect of
moving the probe dead of the standard position is negligible. No advanb
age is to be gained, therefo~, in varying the position of the probe frcm
that used in the standard Kiel design.

The effect of vaqdng the inside.diameter of the shield of the standard
Klel design mqy be seen by compa&tng the calibrations of tubes l-a end 2-a
or tubes l-b snd 2-b (figs. 5, 6, and 7). The value 0.591 for the inter-
nal diameter of tubes 2-a and 2-b represents an increase in the area of
the vent passage through the throat of 50 percent above that of the standard
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Kiel design. (Note that this increase in internal diameter is acco-
mpaniedby small decrease in the angle of the entrance cone.) For probe
position 0.%)0 (tubes l-a and 2-a) this increase in size of the internal
passage results in an increase in the range of insensitivity of fromtkl.s” -
to M4..oo. For probe position 0.544, the range is increased from +b.l” ~
to +42.5°. The effect of increasing the area of the internal passage by
50 percent, therefore, is to increase the critical sngleby about 2.5°.

The effect of probe position on the range of insensitivity of tube 2
is shown in figure 7. As indicatedby this figure, the range of insen-
sitivity of probe position 0.500 is +44.0°, while that for position 0.544
iS *42.5°. The effect of moving the probe frmn 0.500 to 0.544, therefore,
is to decrease the critical.angle by 1.5°, which agrees well with the 1.2°
decrease noted for tubes l-a snd l-b.

The effect of varying the leading-edge profile of the shield msybe
seen by caqxming the calibratio~ m fi~s 51 6) 8(a)~ ~d 9= For
probe position 0.500, the effect of changing the leading-edge profile
fram square to a 10° slant is to increase the critical angle of attack
from41.3° to 51° at M = 0.26 sndfrom 38.6°to 46.5° at M= 0.90 (figs. 5,
and 8(a)), an average increase of about 9°. When the position of the probe
is set at 0.544, the 10° slant profile has the effect of increasing the
critical angle from kl.l” to 47.7° at M = 0.26 (figs. 6 and 9). The M

vslue 0.54-4was chosen for the resrwsrd position of the probe because
this position placed the leading edge of the probe midwsy between the
resr of the cone and the leading edge of the slanted shield (at the
point of intersection with the center line of the tube) and thus corre-
sponded to the probe position (0.500) of the standard Kiel design (tube l-a).
The results of these tests indicate that the effect of a 10o slant
at M= 0.26 is to increase the critical angle 9.70 for ~obe position
O.WO and only 7.6o for probe position O.5kk. If probe position 0.544
can properly be considered as corresponding to the standard position (0.~0)
of the Klel design, the results of these tests indicate that moving the
probe forward of the “standard”position aP the tube with the slant pro-
file has a beneficial effect on the performance of this tube.

The angular range covered in these tests was not large enough to
detezmine the critical negative angle of attack for the tubes with a slant
profile. The results of the tests of anunvented, cylindrical tube
(tube A-6) reported in reference 1, however, showed that the total range al?
insensitivityremains essentially constant when the profile is ch&mged
from square to a 10° slant. If the same result is assumed to hold for
shielded tubes, the range of insensitivity for tube 3-a would be fran -31.6°
to 51° at M= 0.26 and from -30.70 to 46.7 at M= 0.9. For tube 3-b
the range wouldbe -32.Y to 47.70at M = 0.26.

.

The characteristics of the tube with the slant profile at angles of
yaw (a = Oo) are shown in figure 8(b) for tube 3-a. At M = 0.90 the range
of insensitivity of this tube in yaw is +38°. This range is approxbnately
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the same as that of tube l-a, which has the same design features except
for a square profile. A 10° slat profile, therefore, has the effect
of extending the range of insensitivity to higher positive angles of
attack (~ . 0°) without 10SS in perfommce at angles of yaw (a= OO).

CakLbrations of three tubes with curved entries are presented in
figures 10 to 13. For each of these tubes a/D and d/D equal 0.500.
The slope of the entry curve of tubes k-a, k-b, and k-c is 60° at the
leading edge and 0° at a distance O.~OD behind the leading edge, while
for tube 5 the slope is 30° at the leading edge and Oo at a distance D
behind the leading edge. The entry for tube 6 is an adaptation of an ‘
NACA nose inlet. Tube 6 has a rounded leadh.g edge while tu%es k-a, k-b,
k-c, and 5 have sharp leading edges.

The results of the tests of tube k-a at M = 0.26,0.X, 0.70,0.w,
and 0.95 are presented in figure 10. For each of these Mach nunibersthe
range of insensitivity is +63.20,*63.3°, +60. 6°, +58.4°, and @3.00,
respectively. Comparison of these values with those obtained with tube l-a
shows that the range of insensitivity of this tube is about 20° higher
than that of the Kiel design.

The effect of probe position on the peflormance of a tube tith a
curved entry (tubes k-a, k-b, and k-c) was detemnined for probe positions
0.456, 0.mO, and O.X at a Mach number of 0.26 (figs. 10 and 11). As
indicated by these calibrations,the rauge of insensitivity for the three
probe positions was *63.8°, *63.2°, and *63.8°, respectively. It iS apparent
from these results that the effect of,varying the position of the probe
on a tube of this design is negligible for the range of positions tested.

Calibrations of tube 5 are given in figure 12 for Mach numbers 0.26
and 0.90. At M = 0.26 the range of insensitivity is &jl.4° whereas
at M = 0.90 the range is i?+5.50. The “criticalangles, therefore, are
about 10° higher than that of tube l-a at M = 0.26 and about 70 higher
at M = 0.90.

The calibrations of tube 6 at M = 0.26 and 0.90 are presented in
figure 13. For each of these Mach numbers the range of insensitivity
is *53.Y and m. 6°6 respectively. The corresponding critical angles
are appro-tely 12 greater than those of tube l-a.

A comparison of the results of the tests of the three tubes with
curved entries shows that the range of insensitivity increases as the
bluntness of the entry increases. The range of the tube with the bluntest
entry (tube k-a), for exemple, is the highest (~3. 2°) while that of the
tube with the least bluntness (tube 5) is the lowest (*Z. 4°). The tests
also show that in every case the range of insensitivity of tubes with
curved entries is considerably greater than that of the c“onicalent~
of the ~el design (tube l-a).

— —.—. —
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The variation of tube sensitive@ with Mach nuiiberis given in
figure 14 for those tubes for which a/D .and d/D equal O.~0. As
shown by this figure, the cfitical angles for all the tubes decrease
with ticreasimgMach number. The magdtude of the decrease, however,
is not the same for each of the tubes, because it varies frm 30 for
tube l-a to 6° for tube 5 (for a Mach number range of 0.26to O.90).
Furthermom, the variation of critical angle over the Mach number range
is not the-same for the two tubes (l-a and k-a) for which data were
obtained at more thsn two Mach nunibers. The critical angle for tube l-a,
for exsmple, varies linearly with Mach number, while that for tube &a
is constant between M = 0.26 and O.n and decreases as M increases
to 0.95. Despite these differences, the results are still significant in
showing that the effect of increasingMach number is to cause a decrease
in the critical angle and that the magnitude of the decrease may be
appreciable (an am–rage of over 4° fo; five tubes tested). -

CONCLUDING RIMARE!

A wind-tunnel investigation of six shielded total-pressure tubes
has been conducted over an angle-of-attackrange of approximately -30°
to 65° at Mach m.mibersof 0.26,0.50, 0.70, 0.90, and 0.95.

The results of the tests showed that the shape of the venturi entry
has pronounced effect on the range of angle of attack over which the
tubes remain insensitiveto inclination of the alr stream. In this
regard, curved entries were shown to be superior to the conical entry of
the standard ELel design. Of the three curved entries tested, the tube
having the bluntest entry proved the least sensitive to inclination.
The critical angle (that is, the angle at which the total-pressure error
equals 1 percent of the impact pressure) for this tube was 63.2°at a
Mach number of 0.26.

The tests also showed that the critical angle of a shielded tube
could be extended to higher positive angles of attack by means of a slant
profile. The critical angle of a tube having a conical entg with a 10°
slant profile, for example, was found to average 9° gmeater than that
of a similar tube having a square profile. Although the critical angle
of this tube at angles of yaw was less than that at angles of attack, the
critical angle in yaw was egyal to that of the tube with the square profile.

Tests of the effect of varying the position of the probe in the
shield showed that, in general, no advantage was to be gained by changing
from the position used in the standard Kiel design. Idmited tests of
the effect of varjdng the internal diameter of the shield showed that an
increase in the internal diameter corresponding to an increase in the
internal area of 50 percent resulted in a relatively small increase (2.5°)
in the critical angle.
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The effect of cumpressibil.i~ on the sensitivity of the tubes to
inclination was shown to be appreciable. An increase in Mach xnnuberfrm
0.26 to 0.90, for example, resulted in a decrease in the critical angles
of most of the tubes of about 4°.

Langley Aeronautical Laboratory
National Adtisory Committee for Aeronautics

~ky J?ield,Va., lwgust I-6,1951
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Figure 1.- Section view of 8hielded total-pressure tube l-a.
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Figure 2.- Comparison the shield entries of the sti total-pressure
tubes tested.
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Figure 13.- Variation of total-preseure error with angle of attack.

H= 0.26 and 0.90. !bibe 6.
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Variation of critical angle with Mach number for tubes with a/n
and d@ equal.to O.@O.
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